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ACCURACY FOAM TESTING
IS A PEACE OF MIND



Question: “Do you know if 
your foam firefighting 
system is working TODAY?”

One of the most hazardous
risks in a tank storage

terminal or other oil & gas
installations is the potential

for a large hydrocarbon
release or spill. If such spills

ignite and are not
suppressed quickly then

they can develop into a
major fire scenario, this

type of fire can only be
extinguished using a fully

functioning foam
suppression system.

To ensure reliability and
confidence in any foam

system there are standards
and legislation in place

regarding periodic testing.
These tests may not always

be mandatory and with the
added concerns of

potential environmental
damage plus the high cost

of clean-up there can be a
reluctance from many job

sites to undertake such
tests.

FoamTronic® is an
electronic foam mixing

system which very
accurately mixes all types

of foam concentrate and
water based on the actual

firewater demand of the
system. This is achieved by

continuous monitoring of
the firewater and foam

concentrate flows using
electromagnetic

flowmeters and real-time
adjustment of the

concentrate control valve.

The accuracy and stability
of the system is based on

the combination of
specially selected

components and a unique
control system with state-

of-the-art logic developed
specifically for

FoamTronic®. The control
system records all process

values and alarms during
operation or test which are

available via a user- friendly
interface.

Even where periodic testing
is conducted, consideration

should be given to the daily
status of these systems – it

is important to know that
assets and employees are

always well protected, even
between test cycles.

A key part of a foam system
is the foam proportioner

and whilst simple is always
best when dealing with

firefighting systems there
are instances where a level

of additional technology
can provide other benefits

and reassurances.

Knowsley SK has developed

multiple solutions to
upgrade foam suppression

systems, from the simplicity
of the “plug and play”

Turbinator which meets the
requirements of most small

to medium applications to
the FoamTronic® electronic

proportioning system.

KNOWSLEY FOAM 

PROPORTIONING 

SOLUTIONS



Due to the selection of
high-quality industrial

grade instrumentation
and flow control valve it is

possible to obtain a very
precise mixing ratio. With

FoamTronic® technology

this accuracy can be
controlled to finite levels

and will automatically
adjust to changes in system

demand. The FoamTronic®
has the possibility to create

two different mixing ratios
depending on the

activation command
coming into the system.

The required mixing ratios
can be set using the touch

screen user interface.

An upgrade to a
FoamTronic® system

results in a suppression
system that can be tested

without any negative
impact on the

environment and at a very
low cost. This is possible

because the FoamTronic®
can test the mixing ratio

without mixing firewater
and foam concentrate,

but still providing an
accurate and reliable

measurement of the
mixing rate.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT

FoamTronic® is suitable for
any flow rate and is especially

advantageous when looking
at large volume flows which

are required for tank bund
systems or large diameter

storage tanks. Multiple tank
terminal owners have already

chosen to upgrade their
systems with FoamTronic®

This upgrade has a short
return on investment because

the ability to confidently test
without mixing foam, or the

accuracy achieved in
situations where full

discharge tests must be
undertaken will ensure only

the precise amount of foam
concentrate required will be

used.



Potentially huge savings
are made on high flow

systems.

The quality and

performance of the
produced foam depends

greatly on the mixing ratio
of foam concentrate into

the fire water stream for
which NFPA and other

standards provide
tolerance bands, these are

typically 30% higher than
the necessary

proportioning rate. On
small and medium sized

systems this “additional”
usage of foam liquid may

be negligible but when
considering very large

volume flowrates as may
be seen in tank storage

applications then the
ability to ensure that the

accuracy of the foam to
water mix is as close as

possible to the desired
proportioning rate will

save considerable volumes
of foam concentrate and

cost.

In fact, the capital cost of
the system will even be

reduced because stored
volumes of foam liquid

and infrastructure will also
be optimized.

In operation, or if actual
proportioning

tests be undertaken then
the amount of foam

concentrate expended will
also be optimized and

with due consideration
to the high cost of such

liquids a simple return-on-
investment calculation

can be performed to
prove the benefits of

electronic proportioning.

RETRO-FIT INTO 

EXISTING SYSTEMS

An electronic foam

proportioner can be
installed as a replacement

for any inline balanced
pressure proportioner

where a positive pressure
foam concentrate supply

is available. This retro-fit
will also be future proof

against any further
changes on the job site to

foams of different types
and percentages which

gives peace of mind when
considering capital

investment in equipment
and the current

uncertainty of foam
concentrate suitability for

some applications.

For more information and to arrange a discussion about a
specific application you can reach out by sending an email
to education@knowsleysk.co.uk


